
Dear Harvest Partner,

We are approaching one of the most startling events ever seen in the U.S.A. A spectacular once in a life time “ring of
fire” total solar eclipse occurring on Oct. 14,  never seen before as it passes in the Western United States. To me it
signifies the very nearness of the Lord coming soon. Catastrophic judgement is eminent in the Western part of the U.S.
It’s not a matter of if, it’s a matter of when major events will happen. – Also tragedies are happening on a major scale
worldwide with catastrophic earthquakes, one in Morocco with thousands of lives lost and in Libya with extreme flooding
and a dam that broke killing thousands. Let us take some quotes from Neal Frisby’s library:

“We have definitely seen the 4 elements of nature rip apart this planet and sending strong judgements! In any part of the
United States droughts, floods. I said the greatest winds would come, hurricane winds, pestilence, viruses, the unusual
quakes, violence, starvation, war and etc. All of this will worsen! As the Scripts predicted more shock waves are coming
concerning every facet of society on earth! We have already seen drastic changes in religion and politics with more to be
fulfilled in this cycle.”

Immorality among all ages and especially the youth have reached the stages of unreality and pleasure reaching epidemic of
Pagan Rome! It decayed within and so is our nation and the world! The X-rated films and etc. has polluted the world. “Only
God’s mercy is holding back the final judgement until God’s elect is gathered completely, and it’s near!” Like Paul said,
“rejoice therefore brethren our redemption is near!” - The prophet Nahum told us about rage in the streets (Nah. 2:4)
revealing like the road rage; the cursing and using X-rated gestures against one another! Technology and science will
continue to discover new things. I must remind you that the poles are changing and geological upheavals will continue as the
age ends. The scripts predicted we will have unexpected surprises, startling, mysterious and strange events are forth coming!
“Behold saith the Lord, The cup of iniquity is filling and those who are not with me in My Word shall not escape the
snare that has already been set for this world.” Note: What Nahum spoke of in Nah. 2:3 was to occur just before the Lord
prepared to come. He said the fir trees shall be terribly shaken, valiant men in scarlet, the shield of his mighty men made red.
It means quakes, atomic, Romanism and wars!

Lawlessness and immorality shall increase in rituals and materialistic realms! As the prophet Ezekiel said, this is
wickedness! The handwriting is on the wall for America as the Babylon systems rise! “The underworld shrouded in
darkness, yet as an angel of light shall produce illusion, deception, exposure, sorcery, lying signs and wonders duping the
masses!” Watch ye therefore and pray always! Wizardry is loosened! Witchcraft and violence abounds! – “As Jesus said, let
us pray that we escape all these things! We know that the Translation is near!” – Editor’s Note: The uproar we are seeing in
Congress now is changing the nation and later the world will see what all of this will finally lead to. Underneath a group of
men is trying to run the nation! In the last several years the nation and government has been divided. “Jesus said, a house
divided shall not stand!” This will affect the future of the United States vitally.

People are trading reality for a mirage! Through TV, internet and computers will bring it to a head, leading suddenly into
the image and mark of the beast! The age of phantasm is certainly carrying the youth away in the movies. “You might say in a
certain way the Lord is showing us that soon graves will open and the saints will walk among us and we will be caught up
together to meet the Lord in the air!” We know that it is getting near. “Behold saith the Lord, rejoice. For those who love
me are entering the twilight of this age. As you are persecuted and tested I shall surely give thee more faith, presence
and power to stand evil and satanic forces of this earth!” For a quick short work of restoration is the Lord making!

The celestial in the heavens and on earth have been stranger than in all time. The Lord is now waiting for the precious
fruit of the earth. (James 5:7-8) All of the events we mentioned in this letter will bring on some type of martial law (world
police state). A world leader, the anti-Christ is alive now ready to take his position, a hidden wizard. And later will be
exposed as the mark of the beast is given in a new digital age backed by gold. And the gold number is 999. The elect are
looking forward to escape these things and stand before the Lord in His rainbow light! (Rev. 4:1-3) So rejoice and
praise him daily! As His divine love cloud of fire leads his people! End quote.

This month I am releasing a book called “The Last Generation – Prophecy and Fulfillment” and a DVD “Prophetic
Mysteries and Facts.” – As we are entering Fall such beautiful colors are being produced. No better time than to remember
the Lord and continue to support this wonderful ministry in His harvest. God’s blessings will be with you. I will be praying
for you.
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